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Robert M

on
04/22/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Sig makes a great 1911. Very nice. I would recommend 











Robert G

on
03/28/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Awesome gun, my first 1911 and surely not my last. Put about a 100 rounds through it and no problems. Sig firearms are very reliable. The next 1911 I want is the Springfield Prodigy. 











Derrick W

on
08/03/2021




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This Sig 1911 Extreme 45 ACP 5" is my wife’s favorite handgun. She is 5 foot tall, athletic and weighs 100 lbs and shoots this gun extremely well. It has a very grippy grip which makes it easier to control. We practice at 30 yards on a 8 inch gong with handguns. She is a strong believer that all firearms should look like firearms. The Sig 1911 Extreme definitely looks like the formidable weapon that it is. 











Griffin M

on
07/31/2018




Rating:   2 of 5 Stars!










The only thing that I have bad to say about it is well two things. It had been stored in that old army white packaging gunk and it Wouldn't allow the trigger to work I had to squeeze the trigger with all my might to get it to finally break free upon disassembly it turned out to be actually the people at Lucky Gunner sold me a used to gun Though it was slightly used I'm not complaining there they just did not put the three spring or to Hobbyist the sear spring Incorrectly and that is what the trigger was catching on the grip safety and once I had just squeezed it extremely hard it actually popped the part of the spring back into place on the grip safety. The second thing is I don't like the grips yeah they look good therye flashy all that but you have to use a composite mainspring housing with those grips and of all the customers I've had an all the people I've known who are diehard 1911 people I find it funny that they would say get that plastic Glock out of here but yet use a composite wood mainspring housing... So I was a little disappointed there but overall most people don't know the Caspian makes the frames and slides for Sig Sauer And they are a masters at it, That's why Sig 1911s Are so much better than any other in the class. I would give it an overall C just because of the way lucky gunner Sent it to me and it being used when I paid for a new one through Buds and for the fact I had to do a little tweaking to get that to fit right. So would I recommend it to people? I would not recommend any 1911 as a defense weapon with modern ammo to anyone but if you were just a " I will die with a 1911 before I use in the other hand gun". I would say get the 1911 Extreme and use Fort Scott ammunition for defense Or federals guard dog Expanding FMJ Though I would go with Fort Scott 











Paul H

on
05/15/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










firearm functions flawlessly has point of aim sights DOES NOT have 6'clock style sights so everything is great and yes I love the flat trigger everything is tight and smooth I highly recommend sig pistols they are made in the USA and is a product that puts colts kimbers les bear para ordinance and other 1911 manufacturers to shame make the right choice and buy a sig you won't be disappointed 











Tony T

on
12/29/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Got the Sig Sauer 1911 Extreme and love it! Bud's customer service was very polite and helpful. Product showed up in a timely manner even during the holidays. I will definitely purchase more products from Buds. Thanks 











Roger H

on
11/24/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have wanted this pistol for years and Buds priced it so reasonably I bought it. Buds was great and had it in 3 Days with no issues this is my 7th Sig pistol so I am a little biased but they have never let me down. If you are on the fence buy it you won’t be sorry. 











Randy F

on
03/17/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










very nice gun have around a hundred rounds through it no problems gun shoots way better than I can 











Shelby F

on
03/09/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Another great Sig product. Same gun as the scorpion, same grips. Excellent quality. 











Daniel D

on
02/25/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I'm tempted to give this gun four stars. It was called a "promo" deal and I got it for a great price ($725). However, I have a suspicion that this promo deal was really a factory "second." For one, it looked like the proof stamp had "stuttered" on the barrel before leaving the final proof mark. For another, the barrel has very fine ridges on it such that it makes a zipper like noise when you run your fingernail over it. This is the first Sig I have owned so maybe that's how Sig makes their barrels, but none of my other handguns (beretta, cz, and rugers) are like that. Finally, the gun came packaged in a cheap cardboard box (no big deal--but not up to what some manufacturers provide). All that being said, the gun functioned very well at the range, which is much more important to me. I've put a 100 rounds through it so far with no problems whatsoever. The gun is more accurate than I am. So, given its good function so far and outstanding price, I'll end up giving it five stars 











Justin F

on
02/07/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I just received this gun a couple of weeks ago. It's an awesome gun, and I got it for an awesome price. Buds had a weekly special on it for 763$. However, mine was a PROMO model. It is the same exact gun as this one except instead of the title reading "Sig Sauer 1911R-45-XTM" mine read "Sig Sauer 1911R-45-PROMO." The only difference what-so-ever is the box it comes in. Mine came in a cardboard box rather than a typical plastic one you would normally see. This gun is a great gun. I'm not sure how I feel about the finish yet, but the fit is very tight and high quality. I assume Sig wouldn't put a crap finish on any of their guns. I'm just leery of this "nitron finish" holding up. It had some very minor, light scratches on it out of the box. Not enough to where I would send the gun back, but I am particular and I did notice them. It looked like the finish was pretty thin, which I know it needs to be. My buying experience from buds was A . All in all, awesome gun, awesome buyer experience. Will definitely do business with Buds again! 











Andy S

on
02/06/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent 1911. Tight but not excessively so. no jiggles at all. Great looks and feel. Very good trigger. Very accurate. No FTF, FTE, slide bobbles. Sig makes an excellent 1911 and this is a very nice version. Oh, did I mention accurate? I am an old fart with lousy vision but managed to hold an 8 inch circle at 35 yards offhand standing, no rest. For me that's a shooter. 











Dan K

on
01/25/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










First time buying from Buds and first time owning a SIG. First off, I had a great sales rep who was very nice and helpful throughout the whole process. The FFL process was really easy and they helped with everything. Super service. The only negative I can think of is that it didn't come with the hard case....but since I put it in my range bag, who cares. It came with everything they said it would anyway:) The Extreme is amazing. The amount of little subtle finishing details put into the gun as well as the nice upgrades are superb. Great feel and great finish. All of the aforementioned things along with an unbelievable price. The price actually has gone up since I bought it but even at the current price it is a great deal! Will most likely buy more from BUDS! Thanks! 











Taimoor Q

on
01/20/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The sig 1911 are very good out of the box and this sig was no exception. The pistol is very tight and although Ive read some rare bad reviews about the sig 1911, I have never personally experience or heard first hand of any problems and my purchase confirms that. This pistol ran very well. I cannot say how easy it is to shoot, it shoots very accurate. I cant imagine anyone being disappointment in buying a sig 1911 for this price that has bonus night sights and grips. The only downside i can see is the box it comes in, doesn't come in plastic storage box like most pistols, Just a cardboard box. Buds shipping was fast and flawless once again. 











Todd G

on
12/06/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is my favorite 1911. Sig 1911's are under-valued in my opinion. This was priced in-line with other Sig 1911s, so it was like getting the Hogue G10 grips for free. The grips are unique - almost have a "stone" feel to them. Grip is on the back-strap as well. I like the grips so much I will be adding them to another pistol as well. Sights are great. Action is smooth and clean. Trigger is standard. Eats all ammo, no issues so far - have run about ~ 500 rounds through her 











John C

on
04/29/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Bought this last month. Gun is gorgeous, and was priced right from Bud's. I plan to buy more Sigs from Buds in the future 











Encarnacion T

on
01/21/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Beautiful fit and finish. Very tight pistol that eats all types of ammo. Factory mags are kinda cheap (which is usual for most 1911's). I highly suggest getting some Wilson or CMC mags. IMHO Sig 1911's are worth far more than they cost. 











William K

on
06/23/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










One of the best 1911's on the market. Accurate straight out of the box. 











Jason B

on
02/26/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I can't say enough about this pistol. Fit and finish are amazing. This is one tight pistol out of the box. Ran it through 200 rounds of different ammo day one and never had a problem. Buy a custom holster or one direct from sig sauer as most commercial holsters are too rounded for the square slide and will not fit properly. Also Sig nights sights are BRIGHT. This is the black scorpion and let's face it, black never goes out of style for a reason. Amazing pistol all around. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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